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From: Joseph Furia I ?Kz
To: John White
Date: 5/31/02 10:45AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Alleger Personal Information for Joe's Record Review

John -

obtairel the following information from a meeting I had this morning with Messrs 'arey, Lak~and
4KeenerXcom PSEG Nuclear:

Question #1: Exactly what records did PSEG provide to Did they include calculations of his
internal exposure during the 1983 incident ?

PSEG has twice provide ith a copy of his NRC Form 5. W was In telephone
contact with the PSEG dos metry supervisor, who was providing him with verbal information
regar snternal uptake, however this means of communication was terminated by PSEG
wher was perceived as threatening legal action. From that poin forward, communication
from PSEG has been througlkIr. Keenerian attorney for PSEG. During my meeting this mornI
I was Informed that a decision .J release-the actual whole body count data and calculations to

Ihwad been made, but the Information, as of 10:20 a.m. today (5/31/02) had nio sent. Mr.
Carey of PSEG agreed to notify me via small when this Information Is sent to_

Question #3: Has PSEG been formally notified that a legal claim is being pursued in this matter ? (If so,
PSEG is require to notify the NRC per 10 CFR 140.6)

NO PSEG believes that is part of a class action lawsuit regarding DOE at Hanford.*
in.as provided PSEG with the name and contact informgn for his attorney, however PSEG is
not in receipt of any formal notification of legal claim by gainst PSEG.

Regarding question #2 (Is PSEG required by 10 CFR 19.13 to provide an individual a copy of their whole
body count records ?) I will defer providing my opinion to OGC under 10 CFR 19.4, plus the general idea
that opinions are like...well yog the idea. In any regard, if PSEG does, in fact, release the whole body
count data and calculations tjvthen the question is moot.

Joe Furia

CC: David Vito; J. Bradley Fewell; Richard Barkley, Ronald Nimitz
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